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(54) Nuclear magnetic resonance
imaging method
(57) Amethodofderivingthree
dimensional image information from an
object using nuclear magnetic
resonance signals comprises subjecting
the object to a continuous, static
magneticfield and carrying outthe
following set of sequential steps.
1. Exciting nuclear spins in a selected
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volume (90° pulse, G y (1) );
2. applying non-aligned first (Gx<2)),
second (Gy(2)) and third (Gz|2)) gradients
o f t h e magneticfield;
3. causing the spins to rephase
periodically by reversal of the first
gradient (Gx<3)) to produce spin echos,
and applying pulses o f t h e second
gradient (Gy(31) priorto every read-out of
an echo signal from the object, to
differently encode the spin in the second
gradient direction for each readout
signal;
and then successively repeating the
above set of steps 1 -3 with different
values of gradient of thethird gradient
(Gz(2)), there being a recovery interval 4
between the repetition of successive
sets of steps. As shown, alternate echos
only are read out, the other echos being
time-reversed and ignored for
convenience. The resulting signals are
appropriately sampled, set out in an
a rray and su bjected to th ree
dimensional Fouriertransform.
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SPECIFICATION

Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging method
5

The invention relates to a method of deriving image
information from an object using nuclear magnetic
resonance signals.
Nuclear magnetic resonance relies on the fact that
when certain nuclei are exposed to a uniform static
10 magneticfield they will precess around the axis o f t h e
applied magneticfield with afrequency proportional
to the strength o f t h e field. Thisfrequency is known as
the Larmorfrequency and isgiven bytheformulaco 0
= YH 0 , where y isthegyromagnetic ratio ofthe
15 particular nucleus and H 0 is the strength o f t h e
magneticfield. By applying a static field which varies
in strength along a particulardirection, nuclei at each
position in that direction precess at different frequencies. Thus, by applying a radio frequency magnetic
20 field of sufficient strength atthesametime as
applying a gradient magneticfield across the object,
only those nuclei with spins precessing with the
frequency orfrequencies of the pulse can be made to
rotate through 90° or 180°and are thus isolated from
25 the remainder o f t h e nuclei.
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It has recently been proposed in British Patent
Specification No. 2,079,946to obtain a t w o dimensional image of an object by means of a method
known as "spin warp". Broadly, spin warp involves
defining a thin slab of spins in an object and then
subjecting the objectto a first gradient magneticfield
(Gx) parallel with the slab and a second gradient
magenticfield (Gz) parallel with theslab and orthogonal to the first gradient magneticfield, and
subsequently reversing the first gradient magnetic
field and detecting the free induction signal (FIS). This
FIS is caused by the spins which were initially
dephased by thefirst magnetic gradient subsequently rephasing to form a spin echo. The Fourier
transform o f t h e spin echo when sampled N x times
gives a projection o f t h e spin density onto a line
parallel to thefirst magnetic gradient (Gx). The
second magnetic gradient causes the phase of each
spin in the direction o f t h e second magnetic gradient
to change and if this sequence of operations is
repeated for N z values ofthe second magnetic
gradient and the resulting outputs are Fourier transformed as described in Specification No. 2,079,946an
N x X N z array ofthe density values is produced.
Aswill beappreciated,thismethodenablesa
two-dimensional image of a plane in the object to be
formed. In orderto obtain a three-dimensional image,
the method would need to be repeated for a plurality
of slabs in the object. The disadvantage of this is that
the time required for producing just a two-dimensional image of one plane is typically of the order of N z
sees. This is because t h e t i m e f o r one measurement is
of the order of 1 second and in orderto obtain an N x X
N z array, N z signals need to be detected. Clearly, in the
caseof imaging the human bodyitisdesirableforthe
total imaging time to be as short as possible.

In accordance with the present invention, a method
of deriving three dimensional image information
from an object using nuclear magnetic resonance
65 signals comprises subjecting the objectto a con-
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tinuous, static magneticfield and carrying out a set of
sequential steps which comprise:
1. exciting nuclearspins in a volume;
2. applying non-alignedfirst,second and third
gradients o f t h e magneticfield;
3. causing the spins t o rephase periodically in the
presence of thefirst gradient;
4. phase encoding the spins in the direction o f t h e
second gradient priorto every read-out o f t h e
rephased FIS from the object;
and then successively repeating the above set of
steps with different values of gradient o f t h e third
gradient, there being a recovery interval between the
repetition of successive sets of steps.
With this new method, the spin warp method is
modified by the steps of causing the spins to rephase
periodically underthe influence of thefirstgradient of
the magnetic field, these spins being phase encoded
in the direction o f t h e second gradient priorto every
read-out. This provides information on spin density in
the directions of thefirst and second gradients while
the repetition o f t h e steps with different values forthe
third gradient (spin warp) provides information on
spin density in the third direction. It will appreciated
thatthisconsiderablyreducesthetimerequiredto
provide a three-dimensional image. As an example,
by sampling eight echoes per excitation, eight N x X N z
images may be produced in the time taken to obtain
one N x X N z image using the method described in
British specification 2 079 946.
Preferably, thefirst, second, and third gradients are
mutually orthogonal. Conveniently, thefirst, second
and third gradients o f t h e magneticfield are applied
simultaneously in step number 2. Alternatively,
however, these gradients may be applied in any order
within the step number 2 since no radio frequency is
applied atthesametime.
Preferably, step number4is carried out by successive applications of the second gradient. Conveniently, the time integral of each application ofthesecond
gradient in step number 4 is the same. Successive
applications o f t h e second gradient are cumulative so
thatthe spins are differently phase encoded at each
readout.
Preferably, step number 1 comprises exciting
nuclear spins in the presence of a selection gradient
ofthe magneticfield which has a gradient direction
perpendicularto a selected slab. In this case, step
number 1 may further comprise reversing the direction ofthe selection gradient to rephase at least
partially the spins. Step number 1 maybe achieved
by applying a 90° pulse in the presence o f t h e
selection gradient. Preferably,thefrequency band of
the90°pulsedefinesthethicknessoftheslab.
Theterm " s l a b " has been usedfor convenience
and is not intended to restrict the volume of selected
spins to one whose thickness is significantly different
from its length and breadth. In principle, any volume
shape could be used.
If it desired to obtain information on the spin-lattice
relaxation time (Tn) the steps of this method may be
preceded by an initial step of inverting thespins
followed by an interval approximately equal to the
average relaxation time ofthe spins.
A n example of a method in accordance with the
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present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawing which is a pulse
sequence diagram.
The apparatus for carrying outthe method ofthe
5 invention may be a conventional nuclearmagnetic
resonance imaging device and conveniently this
provides a static magneticfield H 0 which lies along
theZaxis and can supply a radio frequency (rf) signal
along the Y axis. Coils are provided to produce
10 magnetic gradients G x , GY, and G z tothe magnetic
field H 0 in the X, Y, and Z directions respectively. Such
a machine is described for example in Journal of
Physics E: Scientific Instruments, 13,947-955.
In practice, the static magneticfield is energised
15 and then the following pulse sequence is carried out.
The pulse sequence is divided into four successive
time intervals which are repeated cyclically.
Interval 1
A 90° rf pulse is applied at the same time as a
20 magneticfield gradient Gy(11. The drawing illustrates
gradients G x (1) and Gz(1) as being zero. This selectively
excites nuclear spins in a slab with a thickness in the Y
direction dependent on the frequencies present in the
rf pulse. The thickness ofthe slabcan be varied by
25 varying the frequency bandwidth ofthe pulse orthe
amplitude of G y (1) .
Interval 2

different values of G z (2i as previously described in
British Specification No. 2,079,946.
The FIS is processed in the following way. N x
samples aretakenfrom each of N y echos produced by
70 reversal of gradient G x (3) . This N y echo series is
repeated for N z different values of Gz(21 amplitude to
give an N x x N x N z array of data points. The time
intergral of Gz(2) conforms to a normal spin warp
condition such as:

I<G®dt= n z D z
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Inthis interval, the gradient Gx<31 is periodically
reversed and has, as nearly as possible, a square
waveform. Each reversal ofthe gradient G x 13 'causes
spins to rephase in the X direction and form spin
echoes which are indicated in the drawing.
Gradient Gz(3) is maintained at zero amplitude.
In orderto obtain discrimination in the Y direction
gradient G y (3) is periodically applied for a short time
relativelytothe period of Gx<3). Since successive
echoes caused by reversal of G x (3) are time reversed
with respectto each other it is convenientto ignore
every alternate FIS and so G y (3) is applied in conjunction with alternate reversals of G x ,3) . These applications of G y (3) phase encode the spins in the Y
direction. The affect of successive applications of
Gy<31 is cumulative so thatthe spin echo afterthe
second pulse carries differently coded Y-direction
information than does the spin echo afterthefirst
pulse, and so on. As may be seen in the drawing, the
amplitude and duration of each G y (3) pulse is the
same.

It is possible for a G y (3) pulse to be applied after
each reversal ofthe G x (3) gradient but if this is done
60 account must betaken of the time reversal of
alternate echoes in subsequent processing.
Interval 4
This represents the system recovery time and
should be long compared with the spin-lattice
65 relaxation time. The sequence is then repeated with

nz =1, Nz

(1)

75 where Dz is a constant gradient integral. To avoid
aliasing (that is the possibility of extra phase shifts
causing signals from some parts of thesample to
appear incorrectly in the wrong partof the image) Dz
should fulfil the following condition:
80
yL z D z =£2n
(2)
where Lz isthe length of the volume to be imaged in
the Z direction. Similarly, to avoid aliasing in the Y
85 direction the time integral of G y (3) over a single pulse
should conform to the condition:
G® dtsS21T/Y Ly
'pulse

Dv

21

Inthis interval, a gradient Gy' is applied which has
a reverse sense to Gy'11 in order partially to rephase
30 thespinsalongtheYdirection in orderto maximise
the FIS. The size ofthe Gy121 gradient is smallerthan
that necessary to completely rephase the spins.
Simultaneously, a gradient G x ' 2) is applied to dephase
the spins along the X direction; and a gradient Gz(2) is
35 applied to phase encode the spins in the Z direction.
Interval 3

2

(3)

where L y isthe length ofthe excited slab in the Y
direction.
The X direction aliasing condition is given by:
GxG,Tx < 271/YLX

(4)

90 where T x is the time interval between consecutive
samples from an echo and L x is the length ofthe
volume to be imaged in the X direction. This is
equivalent to the Nyguist criterion that signal bandwidth should not exceed twice the sampling frequen95 cy. Thus L x can be fixed by the use of suitable filters.
The image is obtained by a three-dimensional
Fouriertransform ofthe array of data values, if a
single signal sample is S(n x , n y , n z ), a single image
point is given by a transform such as:
Nx
P(kx,ky,kz) = ^
exp
nx=1

-inxYGxTx Lx

exp

-inyYQy Ly

Nz
x ^ T ^ exp

-inzYQ2 L z

2kx-Nx
2Nv

2ky_Ny
2NV

ny=1

2kz-Nz
2NZ

M
x

S(n x ,n y ,n z )

k x = 1 , N x ; k y =1, N y ; k z = 1 , Nz

(5)
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H i e read-out signals may be processed as described above in a computerwhich stores the results
and may optionally provide a visual display in a
conventional manner.
CLAIMS
1. A method ofderiving three dimensional image
information from an object using nuclear magnetic
resonance signals, the method comprising subjecting the object to a continuous, static magneticfield
and carrying out a set of sequential steps which
comprise:
1. exciting nuclearspins in a volume;
2. applying non-aligned first, second, and third
gradients of the magneticfield;
3. causing the spins to rephase periodically in the
presence of the first gradient;
4. phase encoding the spins in the direction ofthe
secondgradient priorto every read-out ofthe
repftased FIS from the object;
and then successively repeating the above set of
steps with different values of gradient ofthe third
gradient, there being a recovery interval between the
repetition of successive sets of steps.
2. A method according to claim 1,whereinthe
first.second, and third gradientsare mutually orthogonal.
3. A method according to claim 1 or claim 2,
wherein the first, second, and third gradients of the
magneticfield are applied simultaneously in step
number 2.
4. A method according to any ofthe preceding
claims, wherein step number4comprises encoding
the spins in the direction ofthe second gradient prior
t o every alternate rephasing of thespins in the
presence ofthe first gradient.
5. A method according to any of claims 1 to 3,
wherein step number4 comprises encoding the spins
ins the direction of the second gradient priorto every
rephasing ofthe spins in the presence of thefirst
gradient, account being taken of thetime reversal of
successive echoes.
6. A method according to any ofthe preceding
claims, wherein step number 4 is carried out by
successive applications ofthe second gradient.
7. A method according to claim 6, wherein the
time integral of each application of the second
gradient in step number 4 is the same.
8. A method according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein step number 1 comprises exciting
nuctea r spins in the presence of a selection g radient
ofthe magnetic field which has a gradient direction
perpendicularto a selected slab.
9. A method according to claim 8, further comprising reversing the direction ofthe selection
gradientto rephase the spins.
10. A method according to claim 8 or claim 9,
wherein step number 1 is achieved by applying a 90°
pulse in the presence ofthe selection gradient.
11. A method ofderiving image information from
an object using nuclear magnetic resonance signals
substantially as herein described with reference to
theaccompanying drawing.
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